
 

 

Sewing Technology Made Simple 
[Or what I wish I understood and could have saved me time researching] 

 
 

Juki 1541 vs 1181 –What’s the difference 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 
I am not an industrial sewing machine expert by any means, and this is not a substitute for the knowledge you might get from speaking 
with a good dealer.  However, this question about the difference between the 1541 and 1181 in practical terms, is what I spent a lot 
of time researching in order to make my decision. And this is what I wish I had learned upfront summarized all in one place. So I hope 
it saves you some time in your research and decision making and will give you what you need to have conversations with your dealer. 
 
DIFFERENCE IN SUMMARY 
The significant difference between these two machines is that the 1541 has a triple-feed walking foot and has a better tension 
system, whereas the 1181 only has dual-feed. The benefit of this is that it will sew through thicker materials with greater ease, 
especially leather. The 1541 is a more expensive machine than the 1181 but it also has a better resale value than the 1181 because 
it is more widely used across industries such as by upholsters. Whereas the 1181 is more of a boutique machine used for bag-making 
and also glove making. From my personal side-by-side sewing comparison, I found that the 1181 “corners” slightly better than the 
1541, but the 1541 will essentially sew through anything including leather.  
 
DETAILED COMPARISON 
 
Feeding System 
The 1541 machine is a TRIPLE FEED/Unison Feed (Walking Foot, Compound Walking Foot & TRUE Walking Foot) meaning:  

1) It is fed by the feed dog on the bottom, moving up & down & back and forth  
2) along with the two-piece presser foot, while one is feeding the material the other raises and while the other goes back forward 

the back one goes down to hold the material and the process is repeated and during this process  
3) The needle bar is moving front to back with the feed dog and inner presser foot preventing any slippage and pulling back on 

the material as well. The needle bar moving back and forth is a real difference and prevents any material slippage as it is in 
the material pulling on it and really unstoppable from slippage.  

 
You’ll see this big difference when you have 2 pieces of long material (e.g. a  24” long strap that you want to sew together, and have 
it come out even. With single feed and dual feed, the material is basically just sandwiched between the feed dog and presser foot 
meaning could slip. But with a unison (triple) feed when the needle moves front to back and pulls there is not going to be any slippage 
and they will come out even each and every time. 
 
Tension Mechanism 
1541 has a double tension-mechanism, and thus better tension control than 1181. This enables you accommodate different thread 
and make adjustments for the range in thickness of thread, and to sew better with thicker thread. 
 
Material Sewing Thickness 
Max Sew Thickness 3/8” (same as 1181) however the unison feed will grip it better 
 
Max Presser Foot Lift:  
1541: 9mm by hand and 16mm (5/8”) by knee (higher than 1181 by 1mm) 
1181: 5.5 by hand is 5.5 and 15mm by knee 
This makes 1541 easier to get/fit thick material under it and climb over/under fabric more easily. But not necessarily sew thicker 
material.  What makes the 1541 better at handling thicker material has more to do more with its’ triple feed. 
 
Bobbin Winder 
On the 1541 it’s built into head of machine which is very convenient and better than 1181’s side bobbin winder. 



 
Bobbin Capacity 
“M” style Bobbin in both 1541 and 1181, which is the large bobbin capacity. (As compared to the Juki 8700 which has a smaller 
bobbin) 
Pre-wound Style “M” just a hair bit larger than the DU-1181N 
 
Oiling (1541 is semi-self-oiling) 
Bottom - Self oiling via fully enclosed oil tank (easier cleanup of the bottom tray) 
Top – top of 1541 must be manually oiled,  whereas 1181 is more automatic 
 
Max Size Thread  
T138 Needle & T92 Bobbin (same as 1181) 
 
Stitches Length 
Max SPI (Stitches Per Inch) 9mm  
Meaning a little over 2.5 stiches per inch (same as 1181) 
 
Max Sewing Speed 
2500 RPM (faster than you’ll need). Although the motor you get also contributes to sewing speed. 
 
Knee Lift 
1541 – The knee lift is attached to the head versus the table. This makes it slightly more responsive. However, the disadvantage is that 
you have to pull it out before you can lift the head, but this is easy to do. 
 
Handwheel 
The 1541 has larger hand wheel than the 1181 
 
Weight of Head 
1541 is 36.5kg (16.6 lbs.)  
whereas 1181 is 2 ½ lbs.  lighter at 31kg (14 lbs.) 
 
Factory: 1541 is still made In Japan. The 1181 is made in China and Viet Nam (as of this writing September 2019). Many believe 
Japanese factories produce higher quality output than Chinese factories. 
 
CHOOSING BETWEEN THE MACHINE “HEAD” IS NOT YOUR ONLY CONSIDERATION 
This document addresses the Juki machine (head). Essentially if you are buying an authentic Juki machine it is the same machine 
regardless of which dealer you buy it  from. However, each dealer will package their machine with their own motor offering, their own 
tabletop (e.g. 100% quality plywood, or not), choice of leg support (usually K-Legs are standard or I-Legs with wheels for an 
upcharge).  
 
Most importantly, the motor is something you should be asking about. Especially if you want to add on a needle-positioning system 
(ability to stop the needle down or up). Not all motors accommodate needle-positioning. And a good dealer will offer you a choice in 
the motor.  Motors are made in Japan, Europe/Germany, and Canada (A-Quality), but are also more widely made in Taiwan and 
China (usually B-C lower tier). The issue with lower tier motors (especially from China) is the particular factory’s quality control. A 
dealer might order 25 motors from a China factory, but 5-10% of the batch may have faulty electronics. So it is a reliability issue. 
Yours may be problem-free or you might get the lemon. Motors are a separate subject all together, but have a bearing on the quality, 
performance, and cost of your setup. So be sure to ask your dealer about it. Especially the length of the warranty for the motor as it 
can be different/shorter than the warranty for the head of your machine. 
 

Happy Artful Sewing, 

 
 


